RF-induced micromotion in trapped ion systems is typically minimised or circumvented to avoid off-resonant couplings for adiabatic processes such as multi-ion gate operations. Non-adiabatic entangling gates (so-called 'fast gates') do not require resolution of specific motional sidebands, but we find that gates designed for micromotion-free environments have significantly reduced fidelity in the presence of micromotion. We show that when fast gates are designed with the RF-induced micromotion in mind, they can in fact out-perform fast gates in the absence of micromotion. This enhancement is present for all trapping parameters and is robust to realistic sources of experimental error. This result paves the way for fast two-qubit entangling gates on scalable 2D architectures, where micromotion is necessarily present on at least one inter-ion axis.
Quantum computing offers the promise of boosting our current computational capabilities, outperforming certain known classical algorithms, and allowing tractable simulations of complex quantum systems [1] . To realise this potential, a quantum information processing (QIP) architecture must be able to scale to large numbers of qubits, providing the ability to perform quantum algorithms to solve problems which are currently intractable with classical algorithms. Many platforms have been proposed as QIP architectures including superconducting qubits [2] , defect centres in diamonds [3] , single photons [4] , NMR [5] , topological qubits [6] , quantum dots [7] , and spin-spin interactions in silicon donor sites [8] . Many of these platforms have made significant progress towards the requirements for scalable quantum computing [9] [10] [11] , demonstrating the required single and two-qubit fidelities [12] [13] [14] [15] . However, these have been limited either by scalability or the number of operations achievable before state decoherence. To date, trapped ions have been a frontrunner of QIP architectures, demonstrating the largest numbers of qubits used in an algorithm, entangled states beyond the ability to make full state tomography and numerous demonstrations of quantum algorithms [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
The key limitation in all QIP platforms is the number of high fidelity two-qubit gate operations that can be achieved within the decoherence time of the qubit. Fault tolerant quantum computation requires that enough of these operations can be conducted with high enough fidelities to correct for both errors in the gate operations and state decoherence. For surface codes, these limits are modest and require fidelities higher than 98% [12] . Although numerous implementations of side-band resolving adiabatic gates have demonstrated sufficient fidelities [19, 21, 22] , these gates are too slow to allow for classically unrealisable computation within the decoherence time of the system.
Fast gates using ultra-fast pulses are poised to resolve this situation [23] [24] [25] [26] . These gate schemes use statedependent kicks from ultra-fast π-pulses to the ions, inducing state-dependent motion. This then becomes a state-dependent phase shift mediated by the Coulomb In this letter, we model this situation. In the future, more scalable arrangements will likely consist of arrays of traps holding single or multiple ions, as shown in parts (b) and (c). Fast gates can then be used efficiently between nearby ions from different traps, without need for the potentials to be changed, or for the ions to be moved. interaction. A controlled phase gate will result when the laser pulses produce the correct phase shift and return the ions to their original motional state. Gate times are considerably shorter than adiabatic gates and high fidelities can be obtained. The feasibility of these schemes has been shown in recent experimental demonstrations [27] [28] [29] . So far, these schemes have only been applied to linear Paul traps in which the ions are arranged linearly in a common trap. This architecture is limited in its scalability. When the number of ions in the trap is increased, the longitudinal trapping frequency must be lowered to prevent buckling, which then slows both adiabatic and fast gates conducted on the longitudinal motional modes [25, 30] . However, fast gates can also operate between individual traps with a fidelity that asymptotes as the ion number increases [31] . Possible arrangements of these microtraps are linear or as 2D arrays, as depicted in Fig. 1 (a) & (b) respectively. Fast gates are also compatible with an architecture arranging adjacent linear Paul traps, as in Fig. 1 (c) . In this architecture, gates between ions in adjacent traps can be conducted as they would in a linear microtrap array and gates between ions in the same trap can be conducted as normal. A key difference between linear and multi-dimensional trap geometries is that the pulses used in the gate scheme cannot always stay transverse to the micromotion. Here we examine gates between ions in separate microtraps using their longitudinal motion and between ions in the same linear Paul trap using their axial modes.
Ion traps use an oscillating RF potential to generate a 3D trapping potential. The resulting dynamics approximate a simple harmonic oscillator, but with the addition of a rapid oscillation induced by the RF frequency, or micromotion [32] . Micromotion has thus far largely been treated as an undesirable effect, or has been ignored. Although micromotion is generally absent from the longitudinal axis of a linear Paul trap, it complicates the use of the axial mode which would otherwise provide the benefit of operating at a higher trapping frequency. Micromotion would also impact the operation of gates in 2D architectures such as microtraps or Wigner crystals formed in Penning traps [33, 34] . Recently it has been shown that when micromotion has been properly accounted for, it does not inhibit the ability to apply high fidelity entangling operations for sideband-resolving geometric phase gates using a continuously shaped laser pulse [35] .
In this work, we show that micromotion can be used to enhance specifically designed fast gates using ultrafast pulses by orders of magnitude in fidelity for some experimentally accessible parameter regimes. This improvement is present both in the axial modes of a linear Paul trap and in a microtrap system, and exists for all trap parameters. We also show that these gates are robust to realistic sources of experimental error. We propose a novel technique to make use of this enhancement without significant alteration of current experimental set-ups.
We used gate schemes which are a generalisation of the Fast Robust Anti-symmetric Gate (FRAG) scheme [36] , a variant of the GZC scheme [37] . They consist of six groups of counter-propagating π-pulses incident on the ions to be entangled. These pulse groups are defined by fixed ratios of pulses, and some global scaling of pulse number given by the factor n. Further details of this scheme can be found in Sec. 2 of the supplemental material [38] .
Ions can only be trapped in 3D by a time-averaged potential. The time-dependent potential used to generate this trapping is given by:
which has previously been shown to lead to the following approximate motion [32] :
where A and C 0 are arbitrary constants determined by boundary conditions, and β x , a x , and q x are given by
This looks like harmonic motion with a secular trapping frequency of ω = (1/2)β x ω RF , and an additional high-frequency oscillation which is the micromotion. While this is a compact closed form approximation, designing gates with high fidelity requires a more accurate integration of the motion to a higher order. We consider gates between neighbouring ions in the x-axis of this model and set q = q x . Our results are presented in units of the trapping period given by τ = 1/ω.
We use the state-averaged fidelity F as the measure of a gate's performance in this work because it can be calculated with high efficiency [31, 36, 39] . Inclusion of the micromotion adds additional terms to the analytic expression of infidelity, as detailed in the supplementary material. As we are interested in gates with fidelity close to unity, it is sensible to report this in terms of the infidelity 1 − F . We then simplify this expression around perfect motional restoration and a π/4 phase, giving the infidelity expression as
where ∆φ is the error in the phase, ∆P p is the displacement of the p th mode in phase-space, b n p is the coupling of the p th mode to the n th ion, and n p is the mean motional occupation of the p th mode. We assume to be n p = 0.1 throughout this work, for larger mode occupations the infidelity will grow linearly with n p . For clarity, we include an indicative threshold for fault-tolerant quantum computing of 2×10 −4 [40] , which is indicated by a dashed black line in all relevant figures.
For the purposes of designing fast gates, traps are well characterised by the dimensionless parameter χ, given as the scaled difference between the breathing and common motional modes χ = ωBR−ω ω in the direction of the laser-induced motion [31] . Expressions for χ in terms of trap parameters depend on the geometry, and are given in Sec. 4 of the supplementary material [38] . In the presence of micromotion, numerical integration shows that the absolute value of χ increases with a and q, which in turn leads to an increased phase acquisition rate. For radial motion in linear traps χ is negative, indicating a phase acquisition rate of the opposite sign to gates conducted using the longitudinal modes. In this case we optimise for a controlled phase gate with opposite relative phase. If needed, this could be modified to the standard controlled phase by the addition of a single qubit π-phase gate.
When optimising gate performance for the FRAG scheme, or any scheme that seeks to optimise pulse timings, the cost function becomes prohibitively complex in the presence of micromotion. To simplify this, the repetition rate can be locked to the RF-drive frequency. When this is the case, the micromotion term loses its time dependence and depends only on the phase φ RF between the RF-drive and the laser repetition. We now introduce the parameter µ to quantify the enhancement from the effects of this scheme achieved through micromotion. We define µ as the relative increase in the maximum displacement of the ions D over the maximum displacement of the ions in a simple harmonic potential D , achieved through a momentum kick. This will be given as:
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The infidelity expression with the inclusion of micromotion can be written as:
The values of the parameter µ are shown in Fig 3 for values of a and q, with the perimeter of the plot marking out the stable trapping regions within the parameter space. The full expression of µ, and its derivation are given in Sec. 5 of the supplementary material [38] .
We now look at the effect micromotion has on a twoqubit gate that was optimised for a system without micromotion. We observe a decreasing fidelity as the dynamic trapping potentialŨ is increased, seen in Fig. 2 . Taking into account the effects of finite repetition rate would significantly further reduce the fidelity. As will be shown later in this manuscript, micromotion makes fast gate schemes particularly sensitive to finite repetition rate. A successful implementation of a fast-gate using state-dependent kicks therefore requires both RFinduced micromotion and finite repetition rate to be accounted for in the optimisation process.
We now examine gates that are designed to operate in the presence of micromotion. The rate of phase acquisition will be maximised when the pulses occur at the maximum trapping point of the RF cycle, so We examine Repetition Rate (2 n fRF)
Infidelity of FRAG gates taking into account finite repetition rate of the laser. We examine a case shown in Fig. 4a , where a gate in the microtrap architecture achieved infidelity of 10 −9 , with µ = 2.31 and χ = 1.8 × 10 −4 . (a) Infidelity assuming the repetition rate is equal to the RF-drive frequency, where gate times are shifted to align with laser pulses. The repetition rate is given in terms of the secular trapping frequency fT . (b) & (c) Infidelity of gates where the repetition rate is allowed to be higher than the RF-drive frequency. We example gates optimised for a locked repetition rate, but implemented with a finite repetition rate not locked to the RF-drive. This is shown for a repetition rate just above the RF-drive and for repetition rates greater than 2nfRF.
the case where the repetition rate is locked to the RFdrive with a phase between them of φ RF = π. We find that the performance of two-qubit gates improves with the amount of micromotion, with fidelity increasing with µ, which corresponds to an increased a and q. This improvement in shown in Fig. 4 for both a microtrap array (a), and the axial modes of a linear Paul trap (b). Although only one choice of gate parameter n is shown, the improvement is present for all choices of n. The plateaus in the infidelity observed for some gate times can be attributed to the anti-symmetric nature of the gate scheme, which is not favoured for gate times that are multiples of half a trapping period.
The optimised gates shown in Fig. 4 assume large instantaneous momentum kicks, whereas in practice these are composed of many small kicks. These small kicks can be made to occur simultaneously using a series of optical delay loops [41] , however, this is complex and requires a high degree of accuracy on the pulse timings [31] . A simpler method is to produce pulses at a fixed repetition rate and use a pulse picker to select a subset for use in the gates. In Fig. 5a , we examine a gate that can achieve high fidelity in the limit of infinite repetition rate (one of the points Fig. 4a) , and examine its fidelity assuming the repetition rate is equal to the RF drive frequency. We see that our FRAG gates are robust to this approximate implementation, with the gate achieving its maximum fidelity in the limit of high repetition rate.
Restricting the repetition rates to be equal to the RFdrive to will in general limit the allowable repetition rate dramatically, as oscillation frequencies are generally not above 100 MHz and repetition rates of 5 GHz [42] have been demonstrated. Thus this requirement would become a limiting factor in gate time. Fortunately, if a repetition rate faster than the drive frequency is used, we find that FRAG-scheme gates can still achieve high fidelities in the presence of micromotion. In this case, the repetition rate must be carefully selected. Some repetition rates don't permit high fidelity gates due to the positioning of pulses in the RF-drive cycle. This can be seen in Fig. 5 (b) & (c) . For repetition rates above 2nf RF , where n is the factor described in the gate scheme, the largest pulse trains in the scheme will fit inside a single RF-cycle. To achieve high fidelity gates in this case, the repetition rate must be carefully selected or above 1000 × 2n × f RF .
We now explore the effects of experimental errors that may be encountered using a pulse-picker to deliver the pulse trains. We begin by examining what happens when the phase between the pulses arriving and the RF-drive is not exactly π. As seen in Fig. 6 (a) , gates remain below error correction infidelity thresholds until there are phase mismatches on the order of 1/16 of an RF period. The largest RF drives encountered in most experiments are on the order of 100 MHz, equating to a requirement for nanosecond accuracy for the delay between RF drive and repetition rate.
The second form of experimental error we examine is the effect of imprecise characterisation of the trap, such as the trapping frequencies or distances between microtraps. Such errors woould lead to an incorrect estimate of χ. Fig. 6 (b) shows that gates are also robust to ssuch errors, remaining below error correction infidelity thresholds until errors of approximately 10% of the true value of χ, corresponding with a ∼ 5% error in d, or ∼ 10% error in ω. In the case of the axial modes of a linear Paul trap, this corresponds to a 10% error in the ratio between the longitudinal and axial trapping frequencies.
We conclude that the micromotion present in ion trap experiments, either in microtraps or Paul traps, may be harnessed to enhance the gate times and infidelities of fast gates using ultrafast pulses. We have presented a straightforward technique to implement this enhancement by locking the RF drive and repetition rate, and have also presented the conditions under which repetition rates faster than the RF drive may be used with high fidelity. We have further shown that this method remains robust to realistic experimental error that would be encountered when implementing such fast gates. The results obtained here may be further enhanced in systems using cylindrical ring traps, as they have stable regions with a higher values of q and a [32] .
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Supplementary Material

I. TRAPPING POTENTIAL AND MICROMOTION
The model used is given as a set of individual traps (microtraps) arranged in a single line. Each microtrap is simply a Paul trap that contains only a single ion, it is thus generally not elongated along an axis as linear Paul traps are. The potential energy in this situation is then given as the sum of the trapping potentials and the Coulomb potentials between the ions:
where x i is the position of the i th ion in the chain relative to the centre of its own trap, d is the separation between each microtrap, ω is the angular trapping frequency of each microtrap, M is the ion mass and N the number of ions in the chain. Both of these can be approximated without micromotion as
where ω is the frequency of the approximated simple harmonic oscillator. These equations are then used to solve for the normal modes ω p . For a single ion in a quadrapole trap the general form of the motion can be expressed as
As has previously been presented [1] , the lowest order solutions to the resulting differential equation takes the form
Where A, C 0 are arbitrary constants determined by boundary conditions, and β x , a x , and q x are given by
For efficient simulation of the motion of ions, we use a normal mode expansion. This approximates the motion in terms of N oscillatory modes, each mode described by some frequency of oscillation ω p and coupling to the ions b p . This is done by linearising the potential around the ions stationary points and is valid for sufficiently small displacements of the ions around their stationary points. This will then give the motion
with the amplitudes of each mode A p , B p and the phase of each mode φ p determined by initial conditions. The frequency of the approximated simple harmonic oscillator will be given in terms of β and ω RF as ω = 1 2 βω RF . With the presence of micromotion these modes will have shifted frequencies, these shifts can be found by numerical integration or a continued fraction [2] . To appropriately match the phase evolution of the ODE the first order solution is not sufficient, and we need to take the Fourier expansion in Eq.4 to the 5 th term.
II. GATE SCHEME
We analyse fast gate schemes that use a series of broadband counter-propagating π-pulses, incident on the two ions to which the gate is to be applied. These π-pulses can be simple square pulses of the appropriate height, or shaped for convenience of production or robustness of the change of state. They are always used in counter-propagating pairs so that they do not change the internal state of the ions, but give them a state-dependent momentum kick. These kicks are significant due to the Lamb-Dicke parameter, which is typically of the order of η ≈ 0.16. These state-dependent kicks then have a state-dependent effect on the energy (and phase evolution) of those modes through interaction via the Coulomb potential. Correctly chosen kicks can ultimately return the motional state of the ions to their initial state, leaving the net effect of a controlled phase gate: A general fast gate can be described by a set of pulse timings t and pulse-group intensities z. Different pulse-group intensities are generated by having different numbers of single pulses comprising a pulse-group. These single pulses then arrive at, or symmetrically around, the pulse time given for that group, hence the pulse intensities are given as integer multiples. Multiple fast gate schemes have been proposed in the literature, such as: GZC [3] , Duan [4] and FRAG [5] . Each scheme imposes a different set of restrictions on the number of distinct pulses, symmetry and different ratios of pulse numbers in pulse groups. For the FRAG scheme, the timings of theses pulses and the number of pulses in each pulse group are given by the vectors t and z respectively: t = (−τ 1 , −τ 2 , −τ 3 , τ 3 , τ 2 , τ 1 ), z = (−n, 2n, −2n, 2n, −2n, n).
The sign of the components of z corresponds to changing the direction of the initially incident pulse, and the factor of n is an integer that characterises the overall scale of numbers of pulses at each time. With an infinite repetition rate laser, To produce an effective C-Phase gate the timings (τ 1 , τ 2 , τ 3 ) are chosen to give the desired gate. In the original FRAG scheme proposal there was a strict ordering on the magnitude of (τ 1 , τ 2 , τ 3 ). In this implementation we do not impose a strict ordering of the times (τ 1 , τ 2 , τ 3 ), effectively resulting in a set of six possible pulse schemes. The total gate time is therefore twice the maximum of the values of τ 1 , τ 2 , and τ 3 . 
